Foreword

Welcome to the seventh ISCA workshop on Speech and Language Technology in Education (SLaTE). The workshop has been held bi-annually since 2007, with an additional occasion in 2010, when the workshop Second Language Studies: Acquisition, Learning, Education and Technology was co-organised by SLaTE. However, the SLaTE history goes further back, over the Interspeech special session in 2006, and the InSTIL/ICALL symposium in 2004, to the first meeting Speech technology in language learning (STiLL), held at the island of Marholmen, Sweden in 1998.

When SLaTE is now organised by KTH Royal Institute of Technology, we return to its roots, and much of the original STiLL concept is reused: The workshop is again held in the beautiful Stockholm archipelago, with all meals eaten together and accommodation on-site, and with several presenters and reviewers from the first meeting returning.

On a personal note, STiLL was my very first international workshop experience as a new PhD student and I have very positive recollections of the meeting, with its convenient convenient size, its plenary setting and the communal meals, which allowed all attendees to easily interact with each other. I am therefore very happy to reuse the same concept for SLaTE 2017, with some updates in accommodation comfort and presentation topics (although some of the 1998 paper titles still seem strikingly relevant...). I hope that SLaTE 2017 attendees will be remembering this workshop as fondly in 20 years time.

Continuing on the personal note, STiLL was my very first international workshop experience as a new PhD student and I have very positive recollections of the meeting, with its convenient convenient size, its plenary setting and the communal meals, which allowed all attendees to easily interact with each other. I am therefore very happy to reuse the same concept for SLaTE 2017, with some updates in accommodation comfort and presentation topics (although some of the 1998 paper titles still seem strikingly relevant...). I hope that SLaTE 2017 attendees will be remembering this workshop as fondly in 20 years time.

These proceedings contain the 33 scientific papers accepted for presentation at SLaTE 2017, and in addition four demo papers. All submissions were assigned three reviewers and all but a handful also received more than two reviews. We are very grateful to all of the reviewers listed overleaf for providing their valuable time. We would also like to express our gratitude to Helmer Strik, Chair of the ISCA SIG SLaTE, for all help and advice during the planning of the workshop.

The papers are included in order of presentation, grouped by different SLaTE themes, including the two special sessions: the CALL shared task challenge and Robot-Assisted Language Learning.

The CALL shared task challenge aims at allowing quantitative comparisons between methodologies used by different researchers on the same task and has been addressed by seven different teams.

Robot-Assisted Language Learning (RALL) has emerged during the last decade as a situated interaction alternative to conversational CALL, with different types of more or less anthropomorphic robots being used to stimulate language practice, leading to numerous research questions on what the robots should look like and how they should behave in order to provide effective training.

RALL is also the theme of the presentation of the invited speaker, Tony Belpaeme, Professor of Cognitive Systems and Robotics at Plymouth University and leader of the European project Second language tutoring using social robots (L2Tor). We are very proud to have professor Belpaeme as keynote speaker and are grateful to ISCA for the financial support that made it possible to invite him.

We wish you an enjoyable SLaTE workshop.

Olov Engwall, Chair of SLaTE 2017
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